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waiting 

carol smallwood

I sit across two women texting curled on the couch. The television drones of missing children, collapsing houses,  
how to get tatoos removed, Margaret Thatcher gone at 87.

Car repair waiting rooms have their own scent, the ceilings high, floors utilitarian, as men converse around 
stacked tires in dim light, the magazines limp.

My pen falls—it is comforting to blame being sleepy on chemo instead of age. 
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ten points

matt denniss

1.

I come home and find my wife on a dating website. She turns, looks at me, laughs with sad eyes, sighs, logs out, 
turns off the computer, says that she’s embarrassed and begins to cook dinner. 

2.

We sit at the dinner table in silence. I start my lasagne, shake my head and wonder why she was on a dating 
website, ask her how her day was, nod my head without hearing, finish my lasagne, think about her body when 
we met, wonder where the kids are, help clear the dishes and unset the table. 

3.

There is a new cooking reality show on that we like to watch. We sit down in front of the television, recline on our 
separate lounges, watch the screen, see people cooking, ignore the adds, see people crying, ignore each other, 
ignore more adds, wonder when the kids will be home, see people being eliminated, see credits and begin to 
watch the crime program that follows. 

4.

At midnight my daughter comes home. I wake up, rub my eyes, turn off the television, wonder where my wife 
is, wonder who she is dreaming of, wonder why she didn’t make me desert, cough a few times, then ask my 
daughter why she is getting home so late. 

5.

My daughter sways in the kitchen, holding on to the bench for fear that she might fall. She tries to talk, slurs, 
smiles, see’s double, laughs at me, tells me she loves me, starts to cry, tells me she’s drunk, asks how I know 
when I say “no shit,” tells me she hates me and disappears into her room. 

6.

I get into bed and sleep next to my wife. She snores softly, dreams, rolls, kicks her feet and murmurs my name 
over and over and over and over until it morphs into my alarm at six. 

7.

I click through the PowerPoint slides and this is three months’ worth of work in three minutes. I smile, sweat, 
gesture, talk too fast, count three colleagues yawning, ask for questions, say ‘I don’t know actually, but that’s a 
good question,’ realise I went wrong about a month and a half ago, and realise my department won’t get funding. 

8.

During my lunch hour I drive to a pet store because I know a new dog will change everything with my wife and 
daughter. The dog is small and cute; wobbles its oversized head, struggles as I lift it, nestles into my breast, pokes 
its snout into the breast  pocket of my business shirt, looks at the outside world with bewilderment and yawns 
like my colleagues.  
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9.

Get halfway home and realise the dog is a bad idea. Do a sharp U turn, try to save the cage as it slides off the 
passenger seat, sooth the dog with loud music that drowns out its yelping, arrive at the pet store, assess the 
damage, say I’m really sorry to the dog and the cashier, laugh nervously, look around and get most of my money 
back. 

10.

Get in my car and tear my shirt off because it smells too much like the dog and this morning’s presentation 
and the person who ironed it. The hours pass as I shuffle between gears five and six, watch as the lights on the 
freeway flick on, watch the moon rise, wind all the windows down, nod my head, turn the music up to drown out 
myself and my phone, and drive as far and as fast as I can, anywhere but where I’ve been.
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5 ways to kill your junkie husband 

zach nabors

1.

Drano. Cut the Heroin with loads of Drano. As much Drano without him noticing. After he gets a good dose of 
Chiva and pipe cleaner you can watch him slowly convulse and foam at the mouth like a rabid dog, if that’s your 
thing. Note: Don’t use obvious poisons e.g. cyanide or pesticides, rat poison you have the receipt buying.

2.

After he hits a good vein and goes into a hard nod (if possible slide a few Ambien down his gullet) and set the 
apartment ablaze. You’re married to a junkie; chances are you’re not living in a goddamn gated community. 
As long as you don’t use an accelerant they’ll blame a ghetto fire on faulty wiring, or even better a junk fiend 
mishap—all the signs point to it—nodded off with a cigarette. “I don’t know officer? He was getting loaded again, 
scared me (always go with the ‘I was scared line”), so me and the kids packed up and went to my mama’s.” P.S. 
If the fire does not kill him, a good mix of H and Ambien should.

3.

Call his job; get him piss tested and subsequently fired. When he hits a heavy nod as he is soon to do after he 
cops some smack on his way home, put a pistol (preferably one of his if he hasn’t pawned it already) in his hand, 
barrel in the back of his throat, and without leaving prints pull the trigger. “The smack was getting to him sir. 
He just lost his job, couldn’t handle it anymore.” Note: Always cry if possible. Tip: Think of something that truly 
makes you sad: Your closest grandparent dying. Watching your dog getting ran over.

4.

Call all of his H dealers and tell them he has worn a wire on them. At least one of them will “take care of it.” Note: 
It may go against some kind of weird code of ethics you have, but you must call in an anonymous tip on at least 
one of the guys to really sale the story.

5.

Give 20 bucks (or “bones” as they say in the streets) to a random crack head (no teeth, red-  eyed crack head) 
to stick him up, stab him as many times as possible, finishing the gig by rolling him and emptying all his pockets. 
Police Officer says to wife: “Just a random robbery mam. It’s a high-risk lifestyle. That “rock” will lead a man to 
desperate lengths.” You, the wife will say thank you, then try to remember to attempt a cry; at least a few tears, 
or a deep solemn stare, like you’re in a bemusing shock.

You have now, if applied one of these simple five steps, have killed your junkie husband. You’re officially a 
murderer. You must wait on my next installment: “5 Ways to Not Feel Guilty about Murder.” Until then, I hope 
you can live with yourself.

P.S. Don’t be out in the club, spending all his insurance policy payout before they cut the goddamn tag off his toe.
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the door stop

jesse duthrie

1.

Enter through a wooden, splintered door. Grasp its handle- artificial bronze, chipped, the cold aluminum showing 
underneath in spots and slashes. See the unending rows of doors on sale. Regal white ten footers, finished oaks, 
French sliders, miniature arched-top church replicas. Varnish creeps its way up your nostrils, only to be outwitted 
by the next rush of something new: sawdust of a newly cut cedar, a fresh coat of lacquer. The low hum of a ban 
saw drums steadily from a backroom. The lights are kept bright at all times. At any place inside the store it is 
infinitely you, looking around, turning to find still another door, another entrance to the same place, until you 
begin looking for the door that has led you there: that one which is imperfect. Broken and splintered with it’s 
damaged handle.

2.

Don’t show your frustration upon entering the homestead at seven in the evening after a long day of work. The 
t-shirt on your back plastered to your skin as if mummified. Your legs stiff, your back seemingly calcified into one 
vertebra. Find the key to your home and insert it through the galvanized lock. Turn it three quarters over or until 
you hear a snap. Sometimes it requires a slight kick to get it going. Try hard to look like your easing your way in. 
Greet your wife with a kiss. Ask her how her day was. She gives a deep exhalation and then: he started the day 
good, they played in the morning, he refused his lunch, took a nap in the afternoon, he woke up cranky, he cried 
throughout her soaps. Don’t speculate on the difficulties she must endure raising your son. Especially stay away 
from any and all comparisons to your labors and hers. Pick up your son from his bouncing play crib. Cradle him in 
your arms and look into his blue eyes. Rock him up and down. This boy will grow up thinking the world is built on 
a trampoline. Inspect dinner for the evening. The phrases “That smells great” or “I’m starving” are quintessential 
and no matter how many times they are repeated will always warm the wife’s heart. Plod down the carpeted 
hallway of the split-level’s second floor, into the master bedroom. Turn into the tiled bathroom. Take a burning 
hot shower. Let the steaming water wash over your aching muscles and calcified bones. Rest your hands against 
the wall. Put your head down and let the water burn from the first vertebrae down to the coccyx. Mollify into a 
suburban creature, away from the job site with its grit and stone and barking foreman and rising scaffolds that 
climb higher upon the completion of each day, until eventually they poke through the clouds. Imagine the stones 
as they are lifted up. Sense yourself building towers into another world. But this is only a dream. The hot water 
runs out on you. Cut off the vision and the frigid water streams. Dry off and eat dinner with your wife and your 
son, who has begun to let out a shrill, piercing cry. 

3.

It would seem as though the nights would be filled with some very heavy, very much needed sleep. In reality 
the opposite occurs. When your head hits the pillow and the lights are turned out your body is craving R.E.M. 
recovery; it’s itching for that psychosomatic adjustment, yet your mind can’t allow for it. It can’t give in to the 
pressing memories that have been coming back as the years move forward. They spring up inconsistent and 
illogical. Decisions of the past you’ve made that have irrefutably changed the outcome of your life. As more of 
these memories awake it becomes clear that they are no longer unconnected but are in fact linear. Each memory, 
each decision, has arisen from a decision prior, and that decision could be derived from a decision before that. 
And as you lay in your bed, your body begging your mind for it’s dose of norepinephrine and serotonin and 
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dopamine, your mind overpowers your body, coaxing it by saying, “Wait, if I can just puzzle this all together, I 
can figure out how we got here. Isn’t that important?” So the body aches and contracts and strains but obliges 
for minutes, then hours, while the mind traces back through the years past. You become an expert at this recall 
process. Not all decisions are important, you decide, so instead of deciphering all data you put aside what is 
inconclusive or irrelevant and look for things that can be determined to be “root causes.” 

4.

DEFINITE “ROOT CAUSES”

1) First time masturbating

2) Smoking pot for the first time after Freshman homecoming

3) Not trying out for basketball team in ninth grade even though you had the potential to be great

4) First time having sex

5) Going to an in-state college because the your family couldn’t afford private school 

6) Not studying abroad sophomore year

7) Cheating on the first and only love of your life

8) Putting off graduate school applications

9) Beginning journeyman’s apprenticeship

10) Mary getting pregnant; deciding against abortion (though mostly her decision)

11) Getting married

12) Attempting part time graduate classes while simultaneously working fifty hours a week

13) Dropping out of graduate school

5.

And so each day becomes a silent suffering of this intense mental filtration process that has been going on 
each night. While you work atop the scaffolds or within the labyrinth of elevated beams, sometimes hundreds 
of feet in the air, there’s a psychic gnawing going on inside your head from whatever “root cause” may have 
been discovered the night before. Or may not have. Sometimes you writhe around in the Queen sized mattress, 
your wife in a seemingly comatose state, as you suffer arduously just inches beside her. And the days where a 
“root cause” has not been discovered are infinitely worse, because you spend the entire day simultaneously 
attempting to put yourself back into a place years before, making a decision that got you where you are, while 
physically be at the job site and focus on the task at hand, which is the last place an earlier version of yourself 
would expect yourself to be. You’re a hundred feet in the air, exhausted, the bricks keep elevating, and it’s only 
a matter of time before you’re lying on your back, continuing this unending riddle. 

6.

(SOME) PROBABLE “ROOT CAUSES” 
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45) Towards the End of Fifth Grade: Compete in spelling bee. Finish in the top five of the class by spelling such 
words “against” and “problems.” Move on the school wide competition. It is composed of top students of all 
grade five classes of P.S. 118. Watch as fellow competitors drop like flies. Make it to final round. Up against Kyle 
Leeds, who is the smartest kid in grade by a mile. Go back and fourth for several rounds. Eventually lose to Kyle 
on the word “determine.”

74) Sometime in the Beginning of Seventh Grade: Go to 13th birthday party for Kimberly Roth. Play seven minutes 
in heaven. Get partnered up with Katie Rossick, who, even at age 13, has reputation going as “slut.”  Incredibly 
nervous because you have yet to kiss a girl. Still, fear of castigation from friends is greater than fear of make out 
session. Inside heaven she slips you tongue. Muster courage to slide hand up her shirt, though not under her 
padded bra. 

77) A Few Days After Kimberly Roth’s Party: Sit in science class. Katie Rossick is several lab benches across from 
you. Unable to stop staring at her low cut shirt and remembering the night locked inside the four by six closet. 
Stop taking notes. Uncomfortable feeling below the waist. Excuse yourself from class. Hurry to bathroom. Sit on 
toilet seat for twenty minutes waiting for uncomfortable situation to diffuse itself. When you return the class has 
already been dismissed for lunch. You receive an after school detention for “skipping class.”

7.

It is not uncommon to spend Friday nights with your mother and father. Drive the forty minutes out of the 
pastoral and into the city. Listen as your parents unravel the recent underpinnings of your family. Your sister in 
Manhattan: teaching at the University, divorced, no kids, working on her novel, seeing a therapist, most likely 
will not attend holiday festivities, again. Your younger brother: finished with his undergraduate degree, aimless, 
they will say again and again, now roaming Eastern Europe with a girlfriend, living off the money he earned 
on a summer job. They will constantly praise you for your stability, to a degree that it becomes tiresome and 
contrived of meaning. They rehash old memories of your childhood to Mary, who has or has not heard them 
before, but admires them all the same. The times you acted out as teenager. The foolhardy notions you had as 
a college student. What a trouble you used to be. They thank her for bringing some sense into your head. She 
is your divining rod, they say. Your mother picks up her grandson and sings soft songs into his ears. Your father 
pours you a glass of scotch, and pulls you aside to ask how you are doing for money.

8.

(SOME MORE) PROBABLE ROOT CAUSES

443) Second Semester Sophomore Year of College: Still listed as “Undeclared.” Have taken all prerequisites 
including necessary English, Mathematics, Sciences, Foreign Languages, etc. Narrowed major down to Philosophy 
and Finance. Look to father for advice. He opines for a passive route: do what your heart tells you, he says. You 
tell him you need solid direction. He tells you he cannot make the decision for you. It is your life to live, not his, 
he says. You tell him that you do not know how to live your life. You don’t know how to make these decisions, 
the weight of your future is too big, that it shouldn’t have to rest on a decision as meaningless as what courses 
one selects or what one studies; that you decide your own fate, not the academics you study. He says you sound 
like you know what major to choose.

513) Winter, Junior Year of College: Read Sartre. Read Goethe. Read Beckett. Read Dostoevsky. Immerse yourself 
in your studies. Meet a girl, a senior, someone well versed in the ideas you are beginning to love. Love her and 
her ideas. She does more than think them. She lives them: walks around in them, tries them out in a bar when 
it is busy, contemplating you beside her, the people walking in and out, the meaningful (or meaninglessness) of 
what it means to be in that place. You make love and it feels, for the first time, like what love ought to feel like. 
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It is a word with actual pulp that can be transplanted out of a dictionary and pronounced with more weight than 
in a spelling bee or classroom.

515) Spring, Junior Year of College: As she prepares to graduate, she asks you to come with her to San Francisco, 
to graduate school. You stay up many nights pondering this decision. Is it worth it? Do you want to follow her 
around? Do you want to spend your life as an admirer? Or do you want to lead? Don’t you want someone to 
admire your thoughts? To listen and be swooned by the wisdom you exude? Then a girl, who is not the girl you 
are in love with, walks in to the bar you sitting in, drunk and alone. She has a gift of unlimited patience and the 
capability to listen as you rattle on. She says very little. You take her back to your apartment and have sex. After 
spring commencement you tell your girlfriend there is someone else. 

9.

The next time you go to the store it becomes instantly apparent that there are fewer doors. You’re trying to find 
a replacement for your faulty front entranceway. The few you do inspect are either too tall or too wide or simply 
not right for your house. Without all the doors to walk through the store is more of a warehouse in appearance. 
You walk beneath the great ceilings, surveying. They come to you fewer and fewer, until you’re searching to find 
one that might fit the build, but it becomes alarmingly clear that you’ve run out of options, and that some time 
ago you should have picked one out while there were more choices available.  The distant drum of the ban saw 
is monotonous and it’s unclear whether the proprietor has anything in the works.
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thiago and the ants of hollywood

sergio mello

He was wary and suspicious of everything, even his own shadow. He had just arrived in Los Angeles from 
Uberlandia in Brazil, and lived in a walk up apartment. Therewas no television. He began to feel the cold before 
the arrival of winter, but, refusing to give in, bought a second hand jacket for fifteen dollars from the Salvation 
Army Store on Fairfax Avenue. Now he felt snug.

He got a job delivering pizza for a Domino’s in Hollywood and from then on spent his nights lost on the boulevards 
of the entertainment capital of the world. He was always late, blundering around desperately with his cold 
pizzas. Since he rarely got a tip, he had to be content with his eight-fifty an hour wages and the curses of his 
customers. Since he understood almost no English, he would let it pass and go off to the next delivery. Arriving 
home exhausted, he only wanted to devour the pizza slathered with salami and jalapeno cheese that all the 
workers were entitled to, and afterwards fall into bed and rest his tired bones. 

Since he always saved two pieces for breakfast, he began to get suspicious when in the morning the pad covered 
with tomato sauce was untouched in its cardboard box. Not a single ant was interested in it. Could it be that the 
gringos were so evolved that they had done away with all the ants here?

One night when Thiago went to take out the trash to the container near the elevator, he saw an ant apparently 
lost, wandering in the hallway. Immediately he decided to follow it to find out where it lived. The insect went 
past the trash container to the second floor, trailing the distraught Brazilian, who could no longer live with the 
mystery that had tormented him since he arrived in LA. He was sure that after this he would sleep better and 
learn something new about America.

At the end of the corridor the ant stopped. Thiago stopped too. They looked at each other. As he was by nature a 
worrier, he began to fear that someone would see him snooping and call the police. The cops were not his worst 
fear-- that was reserved for the Migra. Thiago knew that the guys from the Immigration Department in L.A. could 
be sadistic, heartless bastards. The agents derived a special pleasure in torturing poor souls who had left their 
countries in search of a better life in America. Before deporting them they would not forget to subject them to a 
dose of shame and humiliation.

The ant continued to face him as if it were considering alternatives in the present situation. Thiago was considering 
giving up when the ant slipped under one of the apartment doors. He could hear the sound of the television in 
the hall. It was one of the best mystery films of all time, considered by many as the first of the film noir genre, 
made in 1941. The Maltese Falcon, adapted from the novel by Dashiel Hamett and directed by John Huston, had 
Humphrey Bogart in the role of Sam Spade, a private detective trying to solve a deep mystery. He gets involved 
with Mary Astor, playing the role of a client, a mysterious femme fatale, who feeling threatened, offers him a 
small fortune to retrieve a priceless statue of a falcon. But both her pursuer and a man charged to protect her 
end up dead, and the plot, well devised by Huston, combined mystery, romance and suspense.

From the serious tone of his voice, it was easy to tell that in the present sequence Bogie was trying to convince 
the lady to go to bed with him. One could hear incoherent but certainly seductive whispering. Between hearing 
the song of old Humphrey and going after the ant, Thiago chose the latter, and moved left until he found the 
apartment window, which was identical with his. There was no one in the living room—he had entered in pursuit 
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of his ant and was almost having a heart attack.

Everyone knows that in the society of ants the fertile females are the queens who do nothing except procreate 
and that the sterile workers spend their lives slaving away, but the clump of ants under the sofa appeared not 
to have any class issues. Avidly watching Huston’s film, they seemed resolved to stay until Bogie had solved the 
mystery and won the lady’s heart. 

So this is how it was—how had he not seen it before? There were no ants in his abode because he didn’t have a 
TV. Now he understood-the ants of Hollywood were more interested in films than in leftover pizza.
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carrots

jack hill

Terry shoves another wad of purple and green and red and orange shavings into his mouth. His eggshell eyes 
look up at me. I shrug and flip on the dining room table television. 

A local news reporter—a purple haired woman—stands microphone in hand at an industrial consumer 
treatment facility and gabs on about another water shortage and another swarm, and says: Only one gallon 
per household would be allowed for the next seven days. The community dust showers will also be closed 
due to coming inertia outages. Keep all waste containers locked and camouflaged because another ten day 
swarm is starting in approximately twelve minutes. Please wait for further notice until going outdoors. If you 
are forecast to be outdoors during the swarm, please wear the proper covering and insignia assigned to your 
collective.

George cries now and Milly bangs around in the kitchen, yelling about being out of salt and vitamin powder 
and water vapor. “I can’t make George’s food!” She screams. Glass crumbles. “Fuck! I broke a saspilator!”

Terry asks me if he has to finish his food. I nod and rub my eyes. 

The news reporter’s purple hair is angled horizontally now, like the coming swarm winds are trying to tear it 
from her head. I wonder where she goes during the swarm and if the camera crew will take her somewhere 
safe—somewhere underground. Does she fuck the camera crew, I wonder.

The reporter moves from side to side and clings to the chain link fence bordering the industrial scene behind 
her, black jacket flapping, revealing bits of flesh. She says: The magistrate has announced that every collective 
who has been logged meeting the water savings goal will receive a one-hundred carrot voucher because a long 
overdue shipment has arrived and there is a surplus.

Crates filled with golden orange carrots topped with green fur flash on the television screen.

Terry coughs and food shavings erupt from his mouth and onto my shirt. I pick a bit of green from the fabric 
and drop it on the end of my tongue and cringe. Carrots had been extinct for over two years I’d heard at work 
between swarms.

“John! John! Can you clean up this up please?!” Milly yells and I sigh and look at Terry. He smiles as he 
swallows more food shavings. 

“I need a glass of peroxide,” I mumble to myself.

“What?” Terry asks.

“Nothing,” I say and stand up.

“John. John, I need you to get the broom from the locker,” Milly says. 

The television begins to scramble and the reporter says: The swarm will occur in less than five minutes. Please 
wait for further notice until going outdoors. If you are forecast to be outdoors during the swarm, please wear 
the proper covering and insignia assigned to your collective. Please conserve water. The magistrate has just 
announced that two hundred carrots will be awarded to all collectives that meet the water savings goal. For all 
collectives that exceed the water savings goal by one third—
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I turn off the television and Terry asks me if we’ll loose power this time. 

“I don’t know. Just finish your—stuff.”

Terry bobs his head and chews another bite, the bits cracking between his teeth.

At the hatch I unravel the cables around the baby gate blocking the ladder. 

George cries, Milly screams for me and the broom, and I turn the wheel and open the hatch and climb out and 
stagger through the sand.

The wind knocks me back and I tumble over sideways. Sand cuts into the exposed parts of my body and the 
brown tarp over the waste bins flaps unattached. 

A unique approaches on horseback, goggles and gas masks strapped to their faces.

“Why aren’t you wearing a mask? Coveralls? Where’s your insignia?” she shouts.

I shake my head, shielding my eyes from the sand.

“The swarm’s coming,” she says. “What’s your name?”

“John.”

“You’re all named John,” she says. “Stay out of the swarm. Watch your water use. You’ll get carrots.” She rides 
away, a cloud of dust trailing behind her like a long, fuzzy worm.

I open the hatch and climb down the ladder and try to think of another person named John. Nobody came to 
mind. 

Milly sits open-legged at the table, spoon feeding purple to George. Purple sputters over George’s face when 
he coughs. “I got the broom,” Milly says to me. “I don’t need you to get it. Were you securing the waste bins? 
We gotta watch our water. We’ll get carrots.”

I nod.

“I’ve never had carrots,” she says. “Didn’t have them at the collective in Newertown.”

She says something else and I stare into the television. Dinosaurs roar at each other. A green, sabertoothed 
beast tackles a smaller red, spike-tailed monster. Terry hollers when the red dinosaur smashes into a dagger-
sharp rock pile and blood pools around the body.
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a gold coin

neelam dadhwal

She comes near to her secret abode, leaving friends in hide and seek game among trees so thick that are 
saturated with spider webs and stingy spiders. She carried her scythe every time to cut them off from her path. 
Hari champa flowers are filling the atmosphere with its fragrance as the sun is about to set and forest being 
already drown in teal colors of skyline covered with large trees of sain, jhingans, and shisham. No one bothers 
to cut the wood for use since it has been earmarked as forest reserve area. She never took champa flowers 
with her except that their smell lingered on her clothes giving her friends and family curiosity where she could 
be hiding.

She never expanded her territory, not that she is afraid of anything or ambivalent. Appearance of snakes, wild 
spiders and scorpions is normal in their village and she is used to handle them with fire or sticks. Many other 
techniques, she learned from village elders or have listened to. Her favorite past time which breaks her from 
being class of other children of her age, is trying to what has heard of. Even if the characters or stories have 
been fictional or unknown, it is not in her capacity to ignore them. There is nothing that is fiction for her. All 
the native stories ought to have some or other lasting impression on her. She tested effects of herbs on human 
body and animals and believed that there is more truth to them than alchemy.

In her kit, she keeps many antidotes to timely heal or safeguard herself. Anthills in the view, she also made 
it point to clear her place beneath the shrub enclosure by throwing pieces of oatmeal laced with some 
pesticides, his father used in his fields for many such problems. Her house is big with a large family of two 
brothers with their own families and equal number of children. There is enough place in courtyard to hold a 
native event of guli-danda in which one is required to throw a small wooden piece sharpened at edges in air 
with help of stick. Girls are not allowed to be out and playing along with other kids. However, they are allowed 
to go to nearby hills to fetch little wood together.

During day, she would always go up in the attic of her house. When she was a small child, she would run 
incessantly around the house that it would becomes difficult for her mother to catch her. Over time, her 
mother refused to lay prying eyes on her. She defiantly emerged as strong, harmless and practical girl. In equal 
ease, she learned to create frames in cast getting her tips from a village craftsman and also received a mold for 
a simple tablet from him as a kind gesture.

She hears a rumble around her cave while putting down another tablet decorated with art made of brick-color 
paint that she made up by crushing rocks found in this region. This color could not stay when washed away in 
water so she coated them with beeswax. In front of her shrub, she sees some shadows and gets scared. She 
slowly reaches for her bag and takes out pointed stalks that are smeared with paste of Tremarb, poisonous in 
nature. A man wearing big hat with a cloth below it covering sides of his face, tries to enter. She shoots the 
stalk in his direction just around his face which makes him fall to ground in agitated state. His friends cautiously 
pull him by his left leg to excavate him. She could hear the groans of man in some distance and decides to stay 
over. Some time after, silence prevails. Covering the tablets in dry grass and mesh, she decides to leave since it 
is already getting late.

She has not gone far when she falls in a pit that is freshly dug by same men, most probably to capture some 
animals. Some bruises occurred on her arms and legs, as she landed deep in pit with ragged walls and 
bottom with small pebbles. She could not help herself at this time. Her means are limited to small distance 
of counteraction. Strange men appeared around the pit. Her dark eyes looked up and they could sense her 
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anger seemingly visible through her lubricated shiny eyes, only visible from there. He must be the chief with 
a strange wooden plank, looks like crafted in his hand, she thinks. He turns his hands in strange ways as if 
suggesting something and throws down a rope. She has no choice at this time than climb up with it. As she 
gripes it, they start to pull it up. She leaves it immediately and falls back again. They pulled up some light 
from kerosene-dipped clothes on top end of huge sticks by this time and could not understand what has just 
happened.

They try to maintain calm and silence. She though, feeling extremely anxious, again reaches out to the rope 
and with extreme dexterity climbs up without any help. Men clear her way as she reaches to the top. The 
chief, as she supposes him to be, makes a gesture for her to stop. She obliges, thinking that she is quite safe 
now and also discovering that she left her bag in the pit. He points to her secret place which shows that he is 
interested to know about it. She starts moving towards champa covered hideout and chief follows her. There 
she uncovers tablets lying beneath hay grass and mesh and shows them to him. He becomes interested with 
delicate patterns drawn in beautiful stories. This might be million dollars of worth back in his land, foreign to 
her. He takes a gold coin from his pocket and waves it before her. She has never seen a thing so beautiful in her 
life. It shines like sun and seems precious as compared to brass jewelry that the village head’s wife wears.

She extends her palm innocently. The chief cautiously takes a tablet seeing if she is happy to leave them. 
Tablets seems nothing to her now as this treasure is something she imagined in closed boxes, the key to which 
is unavailable, lying in attic for many years.
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the dog

f. x. james

The dog woke just before dawn. He was an old dog, given the name Tom, by the man who had been given 
the dog by an old black woman nearly twelve years ago. The man who now kept the old dog lay in a drunken 
stupor on the couch. There was a trail of dried blood and vomit down the front of his shirt, an encrusted cut 
above his right eye, a stench of piss. 

Tom stayed on the floor a while longer. He sniffed the air and pricked his ears at a sound outside. He chuffed a 
soft bark behind loose lips and bared his dark yellow fangs. Intuition told him the sound was not a threat, most 
likely something small searching for food in the backyard, some creature Tom still had dominance over. He 
chuffed another soft bark. This was his domain and his instincts to protect it still were strong.

The sound petered out. Others came. A bird calling, a truck rumbling by in the distance, the old farmhouse 
itself creaking in the early morning wind. Tom pulled himself to his feet, his arthritic hips jabbing him with 
bolts of sharp pain. He shook his great head and yawned and tried stretching out his back by lowering down 
on his front paws and pushing up his rear end, but another bolt of sharp pain stopped him. He shook his whole 
body from head to tail, releasing a cloud of fur and dirt and dead skin. He stood there breathing heavily, slowly 
blinking his milky eyes, panting. In time he plodded over to the man on the couch and sniffed the stale air 
around him, dropping his white chin on the couch by the man’s head. He sniffed and whined and wagged his 
tail, but the man did not stir. 

The old dog then walked to the kitchen and took a long drink of water from the metal bowl on the floor by the 
fridge. He sniffed at a few pellets of dry food in another bowl, but did not eat. He then went to the backdoor 
and pressed his nose against the scarred wood at the base of the door and pushed the door open. The latch 
was broken and only gravity kept the door closed. The man decided not to fix it because it allowed Tom easy 
access to the backyard whenever the old dog needed it and thus saved the man from moving unnecessarily.

The man wasn’t too concerned with strangers coming in. The farmhouse was five miles from the nearest town 
and sat on land that the man had let go fallow. Now and then some of the rough women the man knew from 
various bars in town would come calling. Their clothes stained and disheveled, their makeup and hair dye 
unable to mask the ruinous advance of age. They came bearing gifts of cigarettes and beer and the rank heat 
of desperation. The man was still married, but his wife had left him for a silo salesman the previous winter and 
most people in town knew it and still talked about it whenever the man wasn’t close by. 

He would drink and drink with these women callers and smoke their cigarettes, and as night bowed out to 
daybreak he would often lie with one or two of them, reaching up beneath their cheap skirts for entrance, 
easing the tips of his dirty fingers into the slick and pungent cavities hidden there, openly mocking the 
histrionic moans his skilled touch often evoked. 

The door swung wide on unoiled hinges and the old dog went out onto the porch and into the early morning 
air. He spooked a squirrel picking at something on the ground and it shot across the yard and up a tree like it 
was being yanked on a fishing line. It scampered to the end of a narrow branch and there sat, flicking its tail 
and chirping at Tom, rubbing its twitching face. Tom watched it a minute more then lost interest and dropped 
his heavy head and staggered out into the yard. He peed a long steaming flow against the very same tree and 
sniffed this when he was done. He then walked off and did his other business at the far end of the yard. He 
sniffed this too. The squirrel chirped once again before climbing further up into the twist of old branches and 
disappearing from sight. Tom sat and watched the house, waiting for the man to come. 
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By the time the man came out the sun was sitting directly above the backyard and dust motes swirled about 
in tiny random clouds. The earth was hot and dry and Tom was in his cool spot beneath the porch. He heard 
the man cough and spit and he moved slowly out of the shade and went to the man to have his head rubbed. 
The man was shirtless now. He sat on the steps and lighted a cigarette and set a mug of coffee down to his left. 
Tom wobbled up the steps and settled beside the man on his right. The man rubbed the old dog’s head and his 
soft ears and clenched the scruff of his neck and patted his side. The old dog’s tail drummed a slow rhythm of 
pleasure. 

Later they rode together to the store. Tom had to be lifted up into the cab of the truck these days. For a 
moment the man thought about leaving him behind, but he knew how much the old dog loved to drive with 
him. The man smoked as they rode and Tom’s ears flapped like pennants in the rush of warm air. At the store 
Tom sat alone in the cab as the man went inside, the air becoming thick and sticky as the old dog waited alone. 
As an animal he had little concept of time and when the man finally returned with a case of beer under his 
right arm Tom rose unsteadily and began turning around and around in his seat, beating his tail and panting, 
pawing through dirt that was not there. The man slid in behind the wheel and set the case of beer on his lap 
and Tom sat down. The man lighted another cigarette and started the engine and gave Tom’s head a rub.  

The man drank as he drove and Tom hung his broad head out the window and chuffed his sonorous barks 
at trees and birds and passing trucks alike. The man drank rapidly, dropping the empty cans from his open 
window where they clanged and spun on the flash of road below. He turned on the radio and heard about life 
as a coalminer’s daughter. He drank more beer. Tom barked. The man looked over at his old dog and felt an 
indescribable pang for the time before the dog was his. Before this sweltering state became his home. Before 
she up and left them both. He shook his head. Tom beat his tail and the swirling wind stirred up his tongue and 
lips and tugged upon his ears. The man sang with Loretta Lynn. Tom barked. The truck pushed on. Man singing, 
dog barking. Air whipping by in rivers of unseen strength. Nothing now as it once was. 

Back home the man poured more dry pellets into Tom’s bowl and emptied and refilled the water bowl. Tom 
sniffed at the food but he still wasn’t hungry and hadn’t been for days. He walked around the kitchen table 
several times, then went out into the living room where he slumped in a corner and watched the man as he sat 
in his chair and drank.   

Tom fell asleep and woke to the sounds of a car approaching. It was late and the house was in total darkness. 
The man was asleep in his chair. Tom stood and wobbled to the front door. He sniffed at the base of the door 
and backed up and began to bark. Someone was here. The man woke and dropped the beer he was holding. 
He stood and cursed and fumbled for the light. A pool of foam erupted from the fallen can. The man picked it 
up and set it on the table and tamped at the white bubbles with his foot and went to the door. It was one of 
the women, the black one, heavy and soaked in perfume, wearing little, the porch light giving her dark flesh a 
gorgeous radiance.

Tom sniffed at her legs as she entered and she giggled at the coldness of his nose and pushed him away with 
the side of her knee. She fell against the man and draped her heavy arms around his neck and kissed him and 
the man said nothing as he cupped her enormous breasts in his hands and backed away with her falling against 
him, the old dog watching them go, backward and forward together, laughing and bumping off the walls, 
staggering into the deeper dark of the man’s room. 

The old dog looked back to the front door that had been left open. He lowered his head and sniffed. His tongue 
dropped like a rag from his mouth. His ears lifted to the sounds behind him, sounds he had heard many times 
before, human and strange. He turned and looked in the direction of the sounds. The man was back there 
somewhere, hidden and joyful. And the man was all that the old dog had ever known. He wagged his tail and 
turned back to the open door. 
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He sniffed the heated air again and walked out onto the front porch and down the steps and out into the dead 
fields that spread from the house like a black sea. The old dog walked. Something was calling to his intuition. 
He crossed over the dry land, sniffing now and then at husks of dead things in the rutted earth, stopping 
once as a screech owl snatched up a mouse nearby. A squeak of shock and terror, a single beat of muscular 
wings, then nothing more. Tom walked on, his old hips giving him grief, his breath ragged and stale, his eyes 
searching. 

At a point of no particular significance the old dog stopped and turned and looked to the pale and distant 
shape that was the home he’d left behind, his one and only shelter for so many years, his place of food and 
companionship and belonging. He looked for it but could no longer see it, and still he was unafraid. 

He turned back to the solitary dark and walked on, fearless, heeding a call that offered him an even greater 
form of comfort, the surrounding strangeness harboring no threat, his old heart now slowing, his lungs 
lessening their want for air, his joints crying for stillness at long last. 

He stopped only when he was ready and settled his chin between his outstretched forelegs and lightly churned 
up the dry earth with his tail. Something moved quietly from the dark toward him and his broad head lifted 
and nodded once and settled again peacefully upon his paws. If he could have smiled, he would have. He 
closed his eyes and the last thing he saw was the man from an age long before, back in a day when the old dog 
was not old at all and could run for miles and miles, run to the man waiting for him, with his arms stretched 
wide, his laughter filling up the summer air. The old dog came barreling through the tall grass, running to his 
master.
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invincible

l.c. spoering

Wren had been divorced for thirty-three hours when she cut her hair off in the Wendy’s bathroom.

The time was approximate, of course, as these things are. She was factoring for time of delivery, from signing 
the papers and sealing them in the included envelope, pressing the flap hard with both hands. She’d taken the 
packet directly to the post office, and passed it over the scarred counter to a bored-looking mail clerk some 
ten years older in age, easily a century in spirit. The post office was five miles from the courthouse; the mail 
would be loaded onto the truck around five in the afternoon.

She gave the trip to the courthouse twelve hours, and another six for the envelope to be sorted and carried, 
with its brethren, up to the proper office, to the rubber stamper who would slit it open in one motion and 
declare her marriage fully dead, incapable of resuscitation.

This meant, based on her calculations, her marriage was over around one in the afternoon on Tuesday, and so, 
at ten at night, give or take eight or so minutes, she locked herself in the fetid bathroom in the roadside fast 
food joint, removed a pair of pinking sheers from her purse, and hacked off her hair.

It had hung to the peaks of her shoulder blades since she was eighteen years old. For two years in college, it 
brushed her waist: the boy she fruitlessly chased for her sophomore and junior years liked girls who looked like 
mermaids. It came to her attention, entirely too late, this meant he liked women to look as bound and helpless 
as possible, and truly would have swooned for a beached woman at his mercy.

This was actually marginally attractive. She had always considered herself lucky to have met Rick in those 
weeks, before she did something drastic.

Rick was plain, and Rick was good, and Rick liked her hair whatever way she wanted to wear it. This was both 
gratifying, and annoying: that kind of apathy was freeing, but boring. He was so mild, one couldn’t taste him. 
He vanished against wallpaper. He was the color of paste.

In the Wendy’s bathroom, Wren set the sheers on the edge of the sink and smoothed her rough hands over 
her newly-shortened hair. It hugged her scalp unevenly, and made her face look and feel open and bare. 
Though she often wore her hair up, pulled back in a tight bun or braided if she was, on that rare occasion, 
going out, this was a different sort of look. Her head, too, felt light, though she couldn’t imagine her hair really 
weighed all that much.

She looked down at the scattered strands at her feet, littering the cracked and stained tile floor. She’d stopped 
coloring her hair years ago, after her second daughter’s birth, and so the bottoms were a darker brown, a 
more solid sheen, compared to the duller, but more varietal, tones of her natural shade. Greys had only 
recently started cropping up at her temples, and, cut short, she could see them in the mirror, just brushing her 
eyebrows but, now, impossible to catch out of the corner of her vision. 

She worked her fingers through a patch, and drew it away from her forehead, cross-eyed for an instant. Her 
head hurt. She dropped the hank of hair, wrinkled her nose up, and started to cry.

The restaurant lay on the frontage road off the interstate, and so, without really meaning to, she timed her sob 
session so that she wouldn’t occupy the single bathroom for longer than her allotted time. Wren, as it was, did 
not break rules, and didn’t like to impose, and she rubbed her face on her sweater sleeve and bent to gather 
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her hair from the floor, unsure of what to do with it.

In the end, as the trashcan was overflowing, she stuffed it in the plastic grocery bag she dug up from the 
depths of her purse, and tied it off. The bag was light, as though she was carrying a small load of air, and she 
considered it for a moment, rather than her reddened and swollen face in the mirror. Wren looked her age, she 
thought, and women her age rarely looked good after a harsh cry. She didn’t need the reminder.

Her daughters sat at the table under the window, in clear view of the car, of the cash register, of the 
surveillance cameras that were posted in the corners of the restaurant. Wren had never queried other mothers 
over this paranoia, of this need to look for cameras for the off-chance of some pedophiliac kidnapper showing 
up to snatch her babies, and so she had no idea if she was being normal, being cautious, being some kind of 
ferocious mama-bear, or if she was just flat-out crazy. Given they were at the edge of town, off the highway, in 
a rundown, 24 hour fast food restaurant at ten PM on a school night, it very well might have been the latter.

She clutched the bag of hair to her chest, even as she unlocked and pushed open the bathroom door. She 
could see her daughters, nine and twelve, sharing a pile of fries on the tray between them, each dwarfed by 
the drinks she’d let them order. Their jeans looked creased and dirty in the florescent lighting, and, for a long 
moment, Wren stood there, wondered if she should call the cops on herself, drop that bag of hair and turn her 
wrists over for the cool bracelets of captivity.

She, as it was, had no idea what she was doing, what she was planning, what she was thinking. She’d cleared 
out the bank account when her marriage had been over for twenty-one hours, and at thirty-three hours, forty-
six minutes, had an envelope of over six thousand dollars in the glove compartment of the car. 

The bag of hair rustled as she carried it towards her daughters: they were both blonde, chipmunk-cheeked, 
pretty in the same bland way their father was handsome. Wren did not resent her daughters, but, when they 
both looked up at her – two sets of brown eyes, two sets of thin lips – she sighed inwardly. The car she’d 
parked some ten feet away was an anonymous blue sedan. Everything around her was forgettable, including 
herself.

“You cut your hair.” Ali was the one who spoke, but given how close in age she and her sister were, and looks, 
it could have been either of them, and, indeed, it did take Wren a moment to place from whom the voice 
emanated, and turn her focus there.

“I did,” she said, and shook the bag, feeling both giddy and completely exhausted. It spoke to either the 
complacency of her daughters, or the shock of the day, that they regarded it dully.

“When are we going home?” Faye now, rubbing her eyes with small fists. Wren nodded to her older daughter, 
and scooted into the booth beside her, fingering a long stretch of fried potato without lifting it from the greasy 
paper of the tray.

“We’re not,” she said, and, to two sets of brown eyes suddenly boring holes in her, amended her answer to: 
“Not yet.”

“Where are we going, then?” Ali’s tone was pointed, as if she knew her mother didn’t really have an answer. 
Likely that was what Wren should have been configuring in the bathroom, but there had been pinking shears 
for some reason, and nothing stuck after that.

“A vacation.” She snapped it out of the air, and, as those things went, it was a good answer for the moment, 
excellent, and she actually beamed at the two of them, feeling the way her flushed cheeks stretched at the 
smile she forced, the way her eyes squinted and ached with swelling.
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Faye moved the straw in her cup up and down, up and down, making a squeaking noise that set Wren’s teeth 
on edge. “It’s Dad’s weekend.”

Wren could not understand how the nine year old knew that: she spent weeks, years, even, attempting to 
teach her how to move a dirty sock from the floor to the hamper, and Faye treated it like she was expecting her 
to memorize a quantum theorem, but she’d figured out the custody schedule already in the two months since 
it had been officially hammered out with the lawyers?

She watched them, and the silence stretched, punctuated only by the sound of a mop bucket being wheeled 
out from the supply closet by a tired-looking girl somewhere in her twenties. There were only a couple other 
people in the restaurant, and no one lined up in the drive-thru; the fryer made no noises, no smells, to distract.

Wren pushed her fingers through her hair: it was too soon to be used to the shortened length, and her hand 
went fluttering above her head in short order, as though snatching at dust in the hair. 

“We’ll call him in the morning,” she suggested, mentally gauging how far they might have gotten by then, how 
many hours would separate them, how many hours the cops would have been looking. Were their regulations 
on that? It wasn’t as though she didn’t have partial custody of the girls.

The children exchanged a glance, but even Wren knew they were being careful, already able to identify the 
cracks that had formed in her façade, that the haircut was only symptomatic.

“Where are we going?” Ali tried again, and, once more, Wren wracked her brain, tried to pull up a map on her 
brain’s monitor, but she could only look outside, past the parking lot, at the lights that lined the highway.

“Mom?” Faye sounded worried, finally, and Wren wondered when she became so spiteful that she required 
her daughters’ sympathies. She forced a smile onto her face.

“It’s a surprise.” Finally, she managed to transfer the smile, that energy, into her voice, even as it rang, 
rightfully, false in her ears. It was enough for the girls, though, and they looked at one another before nodding, 
identical blonde heads bobbing.

“All night?” Faye asked, returning to plunging her straw in and out, and Wren sucked in a breath.

“Yeah, why not. The sooner the better.” 

Setting the bag of hair aside, she reached inside her purse for her keys; they bit easily into the soft flesh of her 
palm. They were on the side of a north-south running highway, and so north it would be. She tried to imagine 
Rick’s reaction to this, to their missed meeting in the Denny’s parking lot at four that afternoon. Rick was 
nothing if not bound to routine, to schedules, to the calendar on his phone that ticked off the hours, every one 
of them meticulously planned. It had driven her crazy, for the years of their marriage, now, even as it was a 
strange sort of comfort – now, too, now even more so. Rick was not a deadbeat father, and on the days when 
she felt as though she was drowning, over the past few months, that had been her only means of clinging to 
survival: at least he would pick up the slack, somewhere.

Wren turned the keys over in her hand, the keychain jingling dully under the table. The girls finished their fries. 
Wren tried to conjure up a version of what was happening in Rick’s house, the new one, with the pillars and 
brick walkway, colonial without being ostentatious – but only just. She envisioned him in the well-appointed 
kitchen, with the stainless steel appliances and marble countertops, checking and rechecking his iPhone and 
then she ceased her fantasy. The bitter taste at the back of her throat was appalling even to her and, truly, she 
did not want to be one of those women.
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Those women – a phrase she hated on its own but, as she counted the headlights on the freeway, holding 
her breath from time to time in fear of seeing red and blue, she had to use it. Those women: the ones whose 
bitterness, rage against their ex-husbands turned jealousy into something tangible, something that could 
be held in the hand or carried in her purse like so much spare change. She couldn’t put pennies in a parking 
meter, and her anger at Rick wouldn’t translate into ice cream money, and so she breathed out, breathed in, 
and turned her car keys in her hand again.

“Ready to go?” It was a rather pointless question: what would they say? Wren had a craving, though, for 
confirmation, for affirmation, maybe, and they both gave her small, thin smiles – smiles like their father’s, 
smiles that didn’t reach their eyes – and nodded.

They shuffled on tired legs out to the car, and Wren checked once, twice, over the parking lot to insure there 
was no cop awaiting her, and no meth addict hiding under the car with a knife. The bag of hair remained under 
her arm, and onto the center console when she climbed behind the wheel, a companion where the girls fell 
short.

What did it say about her that a bag of her own cut hair meant more to her than two children borne of her 
body, sharing half her DNA?

She listened to the twin clicks as each girl buckled her seatbelt, and she followed with the noise of her own, 
before starting the car, the rumble of the motor more dramatic in the ten o’clock hour than it had been in 
front of their school that afternoon. Her fingers looked pale and bony wrapped around the wheel, her knuckles 
prominent. Her age was showing, and she awaited, with a sort of uneasy apathy, the liver spots that would 
appear along the backs of her hands, as they did her mother’s, just before the skin went papery, smooth as 
antique silk.

The gravel crackled like popcorn under the wheels of her car as she pulled out of the parking spot and pointed 
the hood towards the street. It was just a matter of blocks to the highway on-ramp, the wide lanes shooting off 
in both directions, north, south, into darkness. She turned north, sped up, merged.

The heater had been malfunctioning for years, and so Wren cracked her window as the interior went warm 
as a bathtub. In the rearview, the girls sagged against their seats, tipped towards each other; they each had 
a plain stuffed bear, with anonymous black eyes, remnants of a childhood they’d not really left yet but that 
Wren no longer remembered but through photographs. It was a trick of the brain, she was sure: every mother 
she ever spoke to had some kind of romantic story about her children’s births, their first steps, kissy faces 
and kindergarten drawings and, but for the children in front of her and paper reminders, Wren could almost 
believe she had never had children at all.

Riding shotgun next to her, the bag of hair rattled. Given she’d never stuffed a foot of thick brown hair in a 
plastic bag, it was a fascinating sound, one that was almost lulling – she was just short of having to yank back 
from the wakestrip at the side of the road, as close as she got to drifting. Wren was wearied, and wired, and it 
was a strange combination she thought was mostly attributed to the state of long-distance truck drivers, hyped 
up on Red Bull and low-watt radio stations being broadcast out of basements all over America, still, even in the 
age of podcasts.

Her fingers itched for the radio dial but, for whatever she’d forgotten about her daughters’ first words and 
their favorite television shows, she knew Faye was a light sleeper, and any new noise would snap her awake. 
She needed them asleep, and this struck her as funny just then: she’d all but kidnapped her kids to keep them 
close, and now wanted them as far from interactive as possible.

The car slowed as she pressed her hand over her mouth and choked on her own giggles. Ali stirred and, in the 
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rearview mirror, she opened her eyes, one after the other. Her face was slightly off-set, her only real obvious 
imperfection, and the one thing that made Wren think she might love her older daughter a little more than the 
younger.

“We’re stopping?” Her voice was clotted with sleep, slurred, and Wren swallowed painfully, her laughter rough 
and choking, and righted the car once more.

“Nope, just…” There was no explanation, again, and she wondered if she should start writing them down, 
excuses that were easy to reach for, when another inevitable question arose.

“Oh.” And Ali was already settling again, leaning closer to the sister she poked and taunted ordinarily, her hand 
going over Faye’s arm.

For a long moment, Wren’s heart ached. She directed her gaze back onto the road stretching in front of them; 
any urge to laugh was gone. She sucked her lip over her teeth, and then released it, again, until it felt scabby 
and painful.

The bag of hair rattled beside her. Finally, she reached for it, pulling it into her lap and shaking the rudimentary 
knot out. Strands scattered onto her jeans. When she was young, sixteen, seventeen years old, she dyed 
her hair a cherry red, and, in the dim light of the sparse lamps that lined the highway, filtering through the 
windshield of her car, Wren thought she could still see it, like wine staining the locks piled in the white plastic.

Her fingers sank into the hair, and it sifted over her hands, slippery like limp snakes. Wren had memories of 
her hair and, naturally, realized it was shameful, in the light of having barely any of her daughters. Her hair, 
she reasoned, stirring it in the bag, had been there her entire life – photos of her as an infant even showed 
her with a fuzzy, dark crop of hair, like brown duck fluff, goose down, something too soft to be believed. She’d 
spent so much of her life brushing it, pinning it, braiding it, styling it; there was muscle memory in her arms 
and shoulders, her neck and back, even her legs and feet, from rising up on her toes to look in mirrors as a 
child, and all of it connected to her hair.

Her mouth tasted metallic. Wren rubbed her tongue against the roof, and then removed her hand from the bag 
just to reach for the window switch. The glass rolled down with a faint grinding noise, and the wind whipped 
against her cheek, cold and painful.

Ali stirred again in the backseat, but, this time, didn’t open her eyes. Wren pulled in the smell of the outside 
into her nose and mouth, let the scent of exhaust and tilled fields, asphalt, and the dark night slither down 
her throat. The road was flat out this direction from the city, wide enough to let a plane taxi and take off, and, 
for just a second, Wren could feel the car strain in the direction of the sky, as though the wheels would lose 
purchase with the ground any moment.

Her hand went back to the hair. In the rearview, to her daughters’ left, she could see the uneven fringe against 
her forehead. The fingers in her lap tangled with the strands in the bag and then lifted before her face: they 
were maroon and black, golden brown, rust, and, when she stuck her hand out the window, they turned to ink, 
fluttering out behind the car, and staining her vision for just a second before they disappeared behind them.
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what i want you to know

terry dalrymple

If this is about them boys a couple towns south of here what I want you to know is they deserved what they got 
and a whole lot worse for what they done to my friend Solo Johnson. And you should know I don’t like hurting 
nobody, never hurt a single soul that didn’t hurt me first. But it seems like somebody’s always hitting me. Hell, 
from the time I can remember my daddy hit me. My mamma would try to stop him, but then he’d hit her, too, 
and one day when I was fifteen he hit her till she passed out. She didn’t wake up for nearly three days and when 
she did she squinted at me sitting there holding her hand and said in this hoarse croaky voice, “Run, boy.”

And then she died. 

My daddy took her out a couple hundred yards from the house and threw her on a brush pile and set it on fire. 
That night I snuck out there and dug a big hole and pushed all the ashes in and covered them up. I guess I sat 
there a long time crying. Finally I stood up and said, “Bye, Mamma,” then promised myself I’d never cry again. 
And I never done it neither. I went back in and found my daddy sleeping dead drunk on his bed and I shot him 
smack dab in the middle of his forehead with his own damn .22 pistol. Then I run, but I guess I really didn’t need 
to because likely nobody would find him and if they did they wouldn’t care a flip. Far as I know after all these 
years his devil’s bones is still laying in that crumbling old house undisturbed. 

Don’t bother thinking about that. I ain’t said where this was and you probably couldn’t find it if I did. Anyways, 
you wouldn’t find nothing identifying him or connecting me to him because he wasn’t even my real daddy. My 
mamma told me that once, said he wasn’t my daddy nor her husband either one. I guess maybe that’s why he 
hit us so bad. And she told me too that the only reason she never run was she didn’t know where to go nor what 
she’d do when she got there.

That’s the way I felt when I did run and I guess I been feeling like that ever since, but I keep moving and finding a 
little something to do now and again. I don’t mind hard work nor long hours, but most folks when they meet me 
shy away or else want to hit me. Only ones good to me I can remember are my mamma that I already told you 
about and this old ranch hand named Peewee and my friend Solo Johnson that them three boys south of here 
killed dead for no reason at all but meanness.

But Peewee came before him. When I run from my dead daddy’s house, who wasn’t really my daddy at all, I 
stayed away from the highways and slept two nights on the ground. I got so hungry and thirsty I thought I might 
die, but I figured I’d rather die out there among the cactus and mesquites than go to jail for doing something that 
should of been done the day my daddy was born.

Then I run this big old mesquite thorn halfway through my foot. I pulled it out and kept walking, but after awhile 
it hurt so bad I couldn’t bear no weight on it. I figured I’d have to find some water somewheres to clean it up and 
then hunker down till it healed. Eventually I run across this little stock tank and near it was a old barn where I 
figured I could shelter. My foot had swole up so bad I couldn’t get my shoe off. I had to cut it off with my pocket 
knife, and when I heard a truck coming I couldn’t even run on that swole up bare foot. So I just sat there and 
Peewee’s the one that drove up.

He seen right away what was wrong with me and without even saying a word he just picked me up and carried 
me to his truck and rolled me in the cab. He lived in a little sort of bunkhouse a few hundred yards from a big 
fancy house he said belonged to the ranch owner. He laid me down on the only bed in the place, more of a cot 
really, and he doctored up my foot with something out of a brown bottle. Then he brought me a pork chop and 
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some fried potatoes and bread and even though it was all cold I thought it was about the best meal I’d ever had. 
He never asked me no questions, just told me to rest up and stay off that foot.

A few days later when my foot was better Peewee give me a old scuffed up pair of boots he said he didn’t wear 
no more. They was a little big which was good because my foot was still swole some. He took me out with him 
in his pickup and showed me around that ranch which was I forget how many sections, but it was damn sure big. 
It had a few oil wells and whole lot of cattle and Peewee told me the old man, that’s what he called the owner, 
kept a little herd of longhorns too. I wanted to see them longhorns and he said most likely they’d be somewhere 
around where we were going. After awhile he pulled off where these other two trucks was, one about as beat 
up as his and the other a big shiny red diesel with four wheel drive and running boards and spotlights on the 
roof and I don’t know what else. 

When we got out this fellow maybe twenty-eight or thirty walked over that Peewee called Ronnie and chewed 
Peewee out pretty good for being late and then started barking orders at him sort of like my daddy used to do 
me. I didn’t like him. Peewee walked over where another fellow was driving t-posts and he begun to help him. 
My foot was throbbing some so I leaned back against the side of that fancy red truck, and that Ronnie shoved 
me hard and said, “Don’t sweat on my truck, boy.” I didn’t like him at all.

Later on, them longhorns came plodding along a ways past where Peewee and them were stretching barb wire 
and I moved around where I could see better. I stared at them longhorns wondering how they held their heads 
up with all that horn weight on them. Next thing I know Ronnie walks past and shoves me again and says, “Stay 
out of the way, boy.” Peewee looked over at him all disgusted but he never said a word. I gritted my teeth but 
didn’t say a word either. Then I hear Ronnie coming back past me and I start to step back and that’s right when 
he swings a loose end of barb wire and lays it right up across my cheek. I wince and stumble backwards and grab 
my cheek which burns like hell and which I can feel is bleeding. I see Peewee clench his fists but he still don’t 
say nothing. He makes a little motion with his head that I think means go back to the truck, so that’s what I do. 
I sat in the cab the rest of the time holding my palm against my cheek feeling the blood dry and watching them 
longhorns and thinking how much I wanted to hurt that Ronnie. I wanted to hit him bad, but he had a foot-and-
half and a hundred pounds on me and it wouldn’t of been a very good idea.

Peewee and me ate ham sandwiches for supper out on his little porch with the fat moon lighting everything up 
with a soft sort of glow that Peewee said he sure did like. I couldn’t think about it much though because I kept 
thinking about what Ronnie done to me. Peewee said Ronnie was the boss’s son and that’s why he couldn’t say 
nor do nothing when he hit me. I said somebody sure needed to hit him back. I kept thinking that all night and 
couldn’t sleep. So about three in the morning I got up and crept out and walked up toward that big house. Like 
I figured that fancy red truck was there sitting off a little ways from a couple other trucks. I figured I’d climb into 
the cab and cut up those shiny leather seats with my pocket knife. But when I got in I seen that the keys was right 
there in the ignition. So I started it and just drove right off. I didn’t turn on no lights but the white caliche road 
showed up pretty good in the moonlight. 

You don’t approve I’m sure but Ronnie never laid no barb wire up against your cheek neither. And what I want 
you to know is I never stole that truck. I left it right where he could find it.

I drove a good ways, however far it was down that caliche road to the highway. I didn’t have no license and 
it wasn’t even my truck and I damn sure didn’t want to get stopped and have no police asking me where my 
daddy was. I turned off the ignition and opened the door but then I remembered seeing a big stock tank maybe 
a quarter mile back. I drove back there. When I seen the tank I pushed the pedal hard and I hit that tank with a 
roar of water splashing up around me. The wheel jerked out of my hands and next thing I knew that truck just 
sort rolled over nice and easy onto the passenger side. I climbed out the window and headed back to the road. 
I sure hated leaving Peewee and hoped they wouldn’t blame him for what I done.
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Like I said I don’t like hurting nobody, but when they hurt me I’m going to hurt them back. That’s just how it is. 
And like I said seems like somebody’s always hitting me. Like this fellow in a pool hall once. Here I’m thinking 
we’re just having a friendly game of pool and I’m winning, which I always used to. All of a sudden he tells me I’m 
cheating, which I don’t even know how you can cheat in pool. Before I can even say I damn sure ain’t he opens up 
my forehead with his cue stick. I ain’t ever played pool again and I’d guess after what I done to him he ain’t either.

Or like this one time in a bus station where I’m waiting for a bus. This woman’s waiting too so we get to talking. 
Not about anything special, just passing the time, but I’m enjoying it because she’s real pretty and real friendly. 
Then this fellow with a beard and hair down past his shoulders walks in and asks me what I’m doing to his wife. 
I’m about to say nothing, just talking when he hits me so hard the back of my head bounces off the wall behind 
me. I don’t make no conversation with no women no more. You can bet, though,  he ain’t never forgot what I 
done to him, and I’d bet my ass he don’t go around hitting people for no reason no more, which is how he should 
of been in the first place. There’s been others, too, lots of them, which is mainly why I move around so much.

But what I want you to know is I never killed nobody except my daddy that wasn’t really my daddy and that killed 
my mamma. I admit I wanted to. I wanted to kill them three boys south of here for what they done to my friend 
Solo Johnson. And if that’s what this is about, you should know exactly what they done.

I’d been trying to put some miles between me and the last place I stayed, trying to hitch rides and not having 
much luck as usual. One fellow let me ride in the bed of his pickup for awhile and a trucker picked me up maybe 
fifty miles from where he was headed. But mostly I walked. I hadn’t had no work for awhile and after three I got 
so hungry and so weak I couldn’t go no more. That night I spotted a dim light way in some woods off the highway. 
I cut through them woods and found a old rickety trailer that outside was parked a rusty Impala that if it ran 
would be a miracle. I was hoping even with that dim light on whoever was inside might be asleep and I could 
quick grab some food and go. I tried the door which was unlocked and I eased it open quiet and slow.  About the 
time it was open far enough for me to creep in, this huge black fist smashed my nose good and knocked me onto 
my back outside that trailer. When I looked up this big old black man stood over me with his hands on his hips 
and his eyes all scrunched up mad. “What you want?” he said.

I didn’t have nothing else to say so I said, “Food.”

He stared at me a long time and then he laughed a little bit and reached down and grabbed my hand and pulled 
me to my feet. He took me inside and washed up my bloody nose as good as he could. Then he cooked some 
scrambled eggs and bacon for me and he ate some too. We didn’t talk much but he told me his name was Solo 
Johnson and if I needed to stay awhile I could long as I didn’t mind sleeping on the couch that was all threadbare 
and the stuffing coming out in a couple of places and one leg broke off. But it was a damn sight better than where 
I’d been sleeping the past few days and I told him I didn’t mind.

You’re probably wondering if he hit me why I didn’t hurt him back. Fact is when I laid on that ground with a 
bloody nose and him looking down at me I thought about where I could kick him and hurt him good. But being 
honest which I always try to be I was trying to steal from him and so probably deserved that hitting. But what I 
want you to know is I never stole nothing from nobody in my life except maybe a little food when I didn’t have 
no money. Anyways then he helps me up and cooks bacon and eggs and I knew for sure he didn’t deserve me 
hurting him.

That black man was Solo Johnson. We didn’t talk much, but I guess I liked his company because I stayed there a 
couple nights and then I just stayed some more.

He worked evenings janitoring in three or four businesses in town. He’d go in about five when they was closing 
and he’d generally be back at the trailer by nine or ten, sometimes eleven. He liked that job because nobody was 
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around to bother him when he worked and like me he stayed away from people much as he could.

I got lucky and found work with a road crew doing construction close enough I could walk there. I liked it all right 
because all I had to do was stand there and hold a sign that said Slow, it didn’t even say Stop on the other side 
like a lot of them do, and nobody much talked to me nor wanted to hit me.

Sunday mornings me and Solo Johnson would throw some old cane poles in his rusty Impala and drive to this 
little lake a few miles away. We generally caught enough to make supper, two suppers if we was lucky. One time 
out at that lake these three boys drove by in a white pickup truck. They was bad drunk and they stopped when 
they seen us and the one at the window leaned out and yelled, “Look there, two queer boys fishing, a nigger and 
a nigger lover.” Solo Johnson just shook his head and says real quiet to me, “Never mind.” So I never-minded but 
I took a real good look at them boys. That one leaning out the window had tore the sleeves out of his shirt and 
had a tattoo on his arm of a woman with big titties not even covered up. The middle one I couldn’t see as good 
but he looked skinny and pale and wore a red gimme cap turned backwards. And the driver he looked big and 
had a bald head and bushy beard.

A few nights later Solo Johnson didn’t get back from work at his usual time and it was probably two in the 
morning when I heard his Impala drive up and sputter to a stop. He never come inside so I went out to see what 
he was doing. I found him slumped on the steering wheel and there was blood all over his seat and the steering 
wheel too. I eased him out of there and big as he was still got him mostly picked up and hauled into the trailer. 
I laid him on the bed and took stock of what he looked like and I never seen nothing like it, not even when my 
daddy beat my mamma to death. His eyes was bloody and puffed shut so that I didn’t know how he could of 
drove back out to the trailer. His lips was all split open, too. That ain’t all either. His ears was bleeding and some 
of his fingers was broke and twisted ways they shouldn’t twist. When I pulled his shirt open I seen some ribs was 
obviously broke and poking hard against his skin from the inside. On one side right below his ribs was a hole I 
figured out later was made by the prying end of a tire iron.

I asked him who done it and he told me too. You might think with his face busted up so bad that he couldn’t talk 
too good and you’d be right. I believe his jaw was broke and them lips was so swole and cut up hardly much came 
out real clear. What I want you to know though is I listened real close and it only took three or four words for me 
to know exactly who done what was done to him. 

I told him we’d get them boys and then I sat there by his bed telling him all about just what we’d do. I daubed 
his head now and then with a wet paper towel, and I just kept talking even though he didn’t open his eyes or say 
nothing. About daylight when I tried to get him to say something I sort of gentle nudged his shoulder and then 
seen he was stone dead. I dragged him out of the trailer and found a spot to dig a hole and I buried him. I sat 
there by his grave till almost dark and then I said “Bye, Solo Johnson” and went to hurt them boys.

I took a old piece of two-by-four I found laying under the trailer and a tire iron out of his Impala trunk and I 
walked to town. Like I said I don’t take nothing don’t belong to me and that car belonged to Solo Johnson even if 
he was dead. So I walked. I got lucky and spotted that white truck about a block away from this honky-tonk bar. I 
hunkered down in the shadows and waited. When they come out of that bar and staggered down to their truck 
I stepped out of them shadows and said, “You shouldn’t of did that to Solo Johnson.” Then I hurt them real bad. 
I’d of hurt them worse but some woman come out of the bar and seen us and screamed and pretty soon a bunch 
of fellows came out and headed straight toward where we were and I figured I better just ease on out of sight. 
But I’d had time enough to make them boys bleed real good, not to mention that big one with the beard likely 
won’t hear much from his left ear no more and that skinny one’s got a nasty scar below his ribs. And that other 
one, that one with the tattoo, it ain’t likely no woman with big titties will ever want to look at his face again if 
they ever even did to begin with.
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I never went back to that trailer. I just walked on away from that town and that’s what I’m doing here.

Don’t bother thinking about why I didn’t call no police before I hurt them boys. Ain’t no police ever believed 
nothing I had to say. But I ain’t ever lied to nobody in my life, not ever, I want you to know. That’s why if this is 
about them three boys you should find them and see that justice is served. I served some pretty good justice 
myself, but it ain’t nearly enough for what they done to my friend Solo Johnson.

Me, I’d be obliged just to move along. You can believe you’ll never see me again. Hell, I don’t want to see nobody 
never again. I don’t want to get hit no more and I don’t want no more friends. I just want to go somewhere I ain’t 
got to worry about nobody and they ain’t got to worry about me. And what I want you to know is that’s exactly 
what I’ll do soon as I can walk away from here.
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through the peephole

linda rosen

 

Pungent odors fester in my nose: cigarettes, armpits, tobacco, sweat. 

 For years that stench jumped out at me unannounced, just as he did that Thursday, long ago. I‘d left the office 
to have lunch at home. Alone. Something I’d never done before. 

There was a knock on my door.  I put the tuna sandwich down and looked through the peephole. A tall, thin 
man wearing a Yankees cap peered back at me. 

 “Can I help you?” I asked. 

“We’ve got water dripping from our ceiling downstairs,” he said, his voice as deep as the onyx of his skin. “Can 
I come in and look under your kitchen sink, see if it’s leaking?” 

“I’ll go check,” I said, and left the door safely closed just like my father advised when I told him I was moving 
into the city. I was still his little girl, even if I’d just graduated from college, from the womb of dormitory life. He 
warned me Manhattan wasn’t the same as the suburbs with its trees and grass and doors we never locked.

With two steps I was in my kitchen. It was a small studio apartment. I opened the metal cabinet and peered 
under the sink, just in case he was legit. 

“Sorry, sir,” I called through the tightly bolted door.  “The leak isn’t coming from here. Everything’s dry under 
my sink.” I actually said “sir.” Just in case.

Tuna sandwich consumed, dishes washed and left to dry in the green plastic basket, I unhooked the chain 
on top of the door, turned the deadbolt and heard the click.  Never thought to look out the peephole. Never 
thought to make sure it was safe. 

Like a cat pouncing on a tiny sparrow he jumped inside, shoved me aside, flipped me around, grabbed me from 
behind and slapped his hand across my mouth stifling my screams. 

 “Shut up! Or I’ll have to hurt you.”

 It was that same deep voice from an hour ago when I did peek out. 

My heart hammered, nearly exploded my chest. I gulped down breaths. Tried to stay quiet. Ugly images 
popped in my head:  rape, switchblade, gun, a beating.  

With his hand clamped over my mouth, he pulled my head sideways. It felt like I was crushed in a vise. He 
pushed me into the kitchen.  

“Give me a rag,” he commanded, his voice full of gravel. 

 I squatted. Opened the cabinet. It wasn’t easy moving around with his arm wrenching my neck, practically 
turning my head a full one-eighty. I managed to reach in and grab a piece of paper towel.  Nothing big.  Noth-
ing large enough to tie me up, stuff my mouth, bind my wrists.

With a strong grip on my skull, he led me into the living room. And I didn’t fight.
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“Sit down and face the wall,” he said, and shoved me into a chair.  “Don’t turn around.” Then he growled, 
“You’re the wrong girl. I thought you were someone else.” 

My breath came hard and fast. My carotid pulsed. Frozen as Minnesota in February, I sat staring at the wall. 
I heard him moving around my apartment, my home. He was in the kitchen. At the door.  Was he leaving?  
Damn. All I heard was the rough squeak of Bounty wiping the brass doorknob. It took forever; he must have 
wiped down the entire door. No fingerprints. Nothing to show he’d been there. Nothing but the putrid smell he 
left behind permeating my furniture, my clothes, my hair. 

His footsteps came closer. I didn’t dare turn my head. He was behind me. What now?  He’s going to rape me, 
slice my throat, strangle me with his bare hands. No.  He dumped my wallet in my lap and hissed, “Give me five 
dollars for a taxi.”

“Please, take all of it; just leave me alone.” I pleaded and stared straight ahead.

“No! I only want cab-fare. I told you, I have the wrong girl.”

My hands shook like I had full blown Parkinson’s. I managed to pull out five singles and lifted my arm over my 
shoulder, my eyes still fixed on the yellow paint on the opposite wall. He grabbed the money.  

The bare wooden floor creaked as he walked across the room. I heard the door open. Then he barked, “Don’t 
get up. Sit there. Don’t move for the next five minutes.”

I sat, erect, and stared straight ahead. His fetid odors burrowed in my nose, my memory. I didn’t budge.  I 
wouldn’t.  He might find out and come back.  
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the watchman’s wife

dileep jhaveri

Working in a government hospital in a small town earns you quick fame from the poor and disadvantaged. You 
become a specialist in paralysis, elephantiasis, epilepsy, asthma, bed-wetting, piles, kidney stones, heart, brain, or 
liver according to the ailments that you may have successfully treated. I was also the district tuberculosis officer, and 
that made me a specialist of chest diseases or neck glands.

The government job allowed private practice after the hospital hours, and I had a small clinic in an area crowded with 
poor Muslims. They were a grateful lot. During their Ramadan celebrations, they used to bring tiffin-boxes of biryani 
and sweets or sacrificial meat during Eid ul Azah. The rich had lots of dry fruits, nuts, and saffron in their rice, while 
the poor had their dishes dressed with loving smiles.  

An elderly watchman of a dilapidated woolen mill with four daughters had a talkative wife addicted to tobacco 
paste. She was a great enthusiast in spreading my fame with her tobacco-scented breath. The husband had a meagre 
salary, baggy uniform, scanty teeth, permanent stubble, and snowy, close-cropped hair. The eldest daughter was 
married and had been deserted by her husband. The second one also was married and had a son, and her husband 
had abandoned her for another woman. She remarried and had another child. The third was ready for marriage, 
but with no money to pay for dowry, she was working as house-maid. The youngest was sweeping shops or homes. 
To add to the kitty, the eldest used to prostitute herself. The hungry nine were staying in a tin-roofed hut opposite a 
flour mill next to a mosque.

The old woman got enlarged neck glands and thinking that this would be tuberculosis came to me with confidence.  
One touch and the hardness of the nodes appeared ominous. Cautiously, I advised her to get them investigated 
for malignancy, but the stubborn woman insisted that only I treat her.  After much persuasion, she acquiesced for 
the tests, and it was cancer. This meant more expenses, apprehension, and running around. The elder daughter 
had to find additional men to sleep with while she had insomnia from anxiety. The second one had squabbles with 
her second husband who till now was jobless. The younger sisters did not know how to help. The old man started 
spending more time in the mosque. Prayers cure neither sickness nor scarcity. The talkative woman was turning 
taciturn. Sensing that the end was close, she had one desire. She wanted to treat me to lunch in her shelter. She had 
a plan  to cook the meal and serve it to me as well.

I agreed right away. All I had to do was take a few tablets in advance to avoid infection. One had to bend before 
entering her shed that had a door with broken hinge. A cot served for seat and table in the cramped space of 
a hundred square feet. The mattress on the cot was covered by blankets and torn sheets smelling of the young 
children’s piss. A China plate was borrowed from neighbor along with a spoon also thoughtfully, since Doctor-sahib 
would not eat with fingers. For the sweet concoction of milk, a cup with broken handle was handy. I ate with glee, 
and she kept on stuffing the plate.

I cracked jokes with her telling her how dainty her teeth were with tobacco stains and how bright her smile was. She 
had put powder on her wrinkled, ebony-dark face, a touch of mascara to the eyes, and cheap rose perfume. She had 
dyed her hair with henna. I assured her that often I had a mind to flirt with her, and she picked up the ladle to hit me, 
blushing joyously at the same time. She was sitting near the door calling neighbors and passersby loudly to let them 
know that her Doctor was having lunch in her palace. At the end of the meal the elder daughter brought a folded 
betel leaf filled with spices obtained for free from a nearby tobacconist with whom she must have been sleeping. 
Putting some parting money in the palms of the little ones, I left with contentment greater than having dined in a 
five star hotel. Within months she was dead, and I went to the burial ground to pour a fistful of earth on her grave, 
knowing well that she must be around like a waft of air flirting with a scent of the cemetery’s green flora .
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so a cougar walks into a waffle house

michel collins

It hit me as we flew by Larry Bird Country on I-65 heading north for Indianapolis. Blaring John Mellencamp’s 
Small Town about a half hour outside of Seymour I realized how ridiculous it was for three people born and 
raised in a city (though I’m sure there are plenty that would say Indy is barely a village) to lament their pride 
and joy over a small town they had never lived in, nor would die in. Yet I couldn’t get over feeling some unnat-
ural connection to the song. I couldn’t quite place it for a while until it occurred to me that people go to Waffle 
Houses for the same reason they listen to John Mellencamp, because it’s real. Or at least feels that way. 

Two of my friends and I were coming back from a week long camping trip along the Kentucky/Tennessee 
border. Just hours beforehand we had been searching for a local diner to eat at in one of the small towns we 
passed on our way through to Louisville. It seems every town from Stearns to Evansville is required to have at 
least one bait shop and Dollar General, but more lenient on the diner quota. Sometime before Lexington and 
heading east, we settled for a Waffle House before hitting the interstate. For those who have yet to experience 
a Waffle House (though I find that hard to imagine if you have traveled anywhere in the South or Midwest as it 
is the third biggest chain seen off every interstate highway behind McDonalds and Subway), I can best describe 
it as a Disneyesque version of what we are told 50’s diners were like. There’s booth and bar seating overlooking 
the open grill that fills the air with hash browns and bacon grease. Its physical size and aesthetic appearance 
seem to blatantly mimic Edward Hopper’s Nighthawks. The food is always neither terrible nor great, but stuck 
in some limbo state in-between. Like most other 24 hour joints that serve breakfast at any time it seems to 
attract the same demographic of third shift workers, cultural hipsters, and truckers. Like most corporate fran-
chises each Waffle House sports the same floor plan, same menus, same coffee mugs, same uniforms, same 
signs in the bathroom, and even the same way their bacon seems to curl. While at the same time Waffle House 
sells the aesthetic that each individual Waffle House is unique and one of a kind. It’s not whither Waffle Houses 
are authentic or inauthentic (as it is clearly marketed and accepted as an inauthentic attempt to recreate some 
preconceived vision of what a real diner is), but why people are attracted to these clearly manifested attempts 
at authenticity.

The question of authenticity is hardly a new one, and I’m making no attempts to challenge Nietzsche or Ki-
erkegaard. However I find the question of authenticity far more interesting in smaller more specific avenues of 
American culture than in broader forms like religion. American culture seems obsessed at attempting to repli-
cate authenticity to almost uncanny valley like proportions. So why does it create a sense of irrational fear and 
repulsion in things like dolls and CGI movies (Polar Express), but creates a sense of comfort in places like The 
Wizarding World of Harry Potter? It’s the same reason Marty McFly freaked out when he realized he was in the 
same diner as his dad. 

Up to that point in Back to the Future Marty was in a dream like sense of disbelief about traveling back in time 
to the 50’s. He was still able to hold on to a sense of reality (like Leonardo with his spinning top in Inception) by 
seeing familiar things he could rationalize with like the Hill Valley Square, cars, and cups of plain black coffee. 
However seeing his teenage dad ripped him out of his dream like state into realizing the reality of his situation. 
This is why you don’t freak out when walking about Hogsmeade, because you see trashcans full of unmagi-
cal waste and feel the Floridian sun (or possibly because you realize the universe was created by a very posh 
English woman). 

Everyone familiar with the Uncanny Valley Theory gets that there’s a certain arc of reality we agree upon and 
wink at each other as a society as being authentically inauthentic (John Mellencamp, Waffle Houses, and the 
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Wizarding World of Harry Potter fit into this category). We find comfort in these things we all know collectively 
to be wholly inauthentic, yet give us a sense of connection to another world or time. I can’t help think about 
this every time I see a middle aged white guy wearing a Magic Johnson throwback jersey or when I try to slide 
out one of those fake drawers that have a handle but don’t actually open. It’s the same feeling I got when I 
looked over and noticed the jukebox in the Waffle House to be CD filled with a digital touch screen. 

So why do we hear people complain about the inauthenticity of places like Chinese buffets and Olive Gardens? 
Both promote a similar inauthentic authenticity through marketing (I believe Olive Garden still uses the slogan: 
when you’re here, you’re family, clearly advocating the big all-encompassing Italian families that never really 
eat at Olive Garden) and décor (traditional Chinese music and art being displayed heavily in every buffet I have 
eaten at). For some reason we draw lines at what we agree upon to be acceptably inauthentic and unaccept-
ably inauthentic. When my visiting family from Denver came into town one time, we asked them which they 
would rather eat at, Olive Garden or Steak and Shake. I remember them choosing Steak and Shake by a land-
slide on the grounds that it was real place to eat. I thought it was due to there being no Steak and Shakes in 
Colorado at the time. Though now I look back at it as Olive Garden breaking some unwritten cultural authentic-
ity rule. 

So it’s not that Steak and Shake provides some truer form of authenticity. It’s that Steak and Shake never tells 
us what is authentic, real, or true. Steak and Shake lets the American cultural psyche decide for itself what is 
authentic and inauthentic. It’s why Bostonians loved watching Larry Bird mow his own grass. It’s why three city 
slickers shout John Mellencamp lyrics from the top of their lungs. And it’s why people will continue to go to 
Waffle House at 1 AM for an order of bacon, eggs, and hash browns (extra bacon). Only amateurs go in for the 
waffles. 
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